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Abstract
The CAPACities project aimed at defining the role of Small Local Urban Centres in the Alpine Space and at promoting actions and
policies able to sustain competitiveness and attractiveness. Partners involved rural alpine areas affected by depopulation, scarce job
opportunities, lack of services but with cultural, environmental and historical heritage to be preserved and exploited.
Each partner developed a recognition on market failure or local deficiencies even by using Geographical Information System(GIS).
On the basis of this analysis, partners studied solutions tailored on each of the twenty-two pilot actions implemented on the project
area, which were finally collected into a Toolkit. This Toolkit named "Innovative policies for Alpine Cities" represents the main output
of the Project and consists of guidelines and innovative tools elaborated by each partner thanks to a strong collaboration with local
stakeholders: a tool to monitor attractiveness and competitiveness of Alpine Space Small Local Urban Centres, training initiatives to
increase local awareness on local potentialities and strategic plans to reduce economic territorial unbalances are only some of the
actions realized by the project through a participatory approach. This participatory aproach allows partners to gain a great local
consensus on new processes, policies and actions to be further developed even after the project closure and which can concretely
contribute to the competitiveness of the alpine area.

Relevance
Alpine rural areas are a precious heritage to all European people, the safe guard of these areas together with an innovative
approach to tackle local critical issue, could jointly provide a solution capable to exploit and capitalize local heritage, intended as
cultural and human resources. While at a policy level rural alpine areas are considered very interesting, their specific problems are
faced without providing tailored solutions based on territorial and geographical shape. The idea was to foster the awareness of the
specificity of these areas and to promote dedicated policies; the effort of developing local pilot actions aimed at making local
stakeholders informed and involved, after the development of a common feeling on common problems CAPACities wanted to target
policy makers to implement the suggestions and tools developed.
The need of tackling the alpine rural areas as a common theme arises from the geographical positioning, as Alps are part of several
nations facing common criticalities as depopulation, scarce job opportunities, lack of services.
A common approach and methodology guarantees a good effect and concrethes results while a transnational approach allows
discussion and exchange of experiences fostering a faster and better solution.
The transnational approach is really difficult and time consuming but, the obtained results have an highest value in terms of
feasibility and dissemination chance.

Key Achievements
The CAPACities project main achievements are the following:
- Innovative policies for Alpine Cities
- Innovative policies for Alpine Cities Project result booklet
- Pilot actions
- Capacities Video
- Capacities Website (http://www.capacities-alpinespace.eu)
Pilot actions presentation, project outputs and results are available on project web site.
- Chart (letter) of Intent Varaita Valley wrote together by Regione Piemonte and valley stakeholders
- Chart (letter) of Intent Ossola Valley wrote together by Regione Piemonte and valley stakeholders
- 82 public and private stakeholders involved
- 1.520 people involved in project dissemination activities
- 74 media appearances

Lessons Learnt
The project developed 22 pilot actions replying to local needs,in this framework each tailored solution represents a ‘lesson’ learnt in
terms of good modality to approach the need.The innovative tools and policies created represent an advantage of other AS-SLUC
as provide solutions to common alpine issues.Thanks to the pilot action testing of these solutions, partners were able to develop
corrective measures in case of not perfectly working tools;as result innovative tools and policies developed are now easily
transferrable.The profitable effort in involving local stakeholders demonstrates that the participatory approach is feasible and that it
guarantees a deep problem analysis.
The main lessons learnt are:
-the necessity of a participatory approach to solve common local problems,sharing a common position is useful to present a
common solution and to be considered by local policy makers;
-to conclude a profitable participatory approach is necessary to develop a proposal/an agreement representing the result of such
activity and a possible solution to be submitted to local policy makers;
-the exchange of experiences provides additional and precious point of view of people who tacked same problems;
The most effective elements were:
-transnational approach at project level
-participatory approach at local level
The key factor(s) for success are:
-to duly motivate people/stakeholders in the start-up phase
-to foreseen a pragmatic implication of the developed studies/results

Replication / Roll out
The approach developed through the CAPACities project can be easily applied to different contexts as the elaborated Toolkit
provides a versatile support to Small Urban Local Centres of the Alpine Space. Moreover the availability of a GIS database could
help in easily identifying small local urban centres in the alpine area with similar characteristics and make easier the benchmarking
activity. It is quite difficult that CAPACities project results would be immediately implemented by local, regional policy makers; the
most effective way to move in this direction is to agree a local proposal/letter of intent which can represent the first step to affect
policy makers.

